
Your Total Experience Returns 
 JULY 1 - JULY 31, 2020

Start earning at Caesars.com/myrewards

No registration required. Promotional day earning varies by property, please contact Caesars Rewards® Center for details. Guests can receive a maximum of 4,000 bonus Tier Credits per day, by 
earning 1,000 Tier Credits per day, for a total of 5,000 Tier Credits. Guest can receive a maximum of 20,000 bonus Tier Credits during the promotion, by earning 5,000 Tier Credits during the entirety 
of the promotion, for a total of 25,000 Tier Credits. Guests can receive a maximum of 8,000 bonus Reward Credits per day, by earning 2,000 Reward Credits® per day, for a total of 10,000 Reward 
Credits. Guest can receive a maximum of 40,000 bonus Reward Credits during the promotion, by earning 10,000 Reward Credits during the entirety of the promotion, for a total of 50,000 Reward 
Credits. Earnings at other participating properties will apply to the multiplier maximums. If a member is offered more than one multiplier during the promotional period, the highest multiplier will 
be applied during the higher multiplier’s promotional period. Tier Credits and Reward Credits must be earned on slots and table games to be eligible. 1X Tier Credits and Reward Credits are earned 
on the promotional day and the remaining (4Xs) Reward Credits and Tier Credits will be loaded to members’ accounts within 30 days of the promotion’s conclusion (may be uploaded in multiple 
increments). Offer valid at participating Caesars Rewards properties. Not valid with any other Tier Credit and Reward Credit bonus programs, including corporate bonuses. Free Play for email address 
will be awarded after the conclusion of the promotion. Caesars Entertainment reserves the right to modify or cancel this promotion at any time. Must be 21 years or older to gamble. Know When To 
Stop Before You Start.® Gambling Problem? Call 1-800-BETS-OFF (Iowa) or 1-800-522-4700 (National). ©2020, Caesars License Company, LLC.
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